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Stallone's 'Over The Top' plot wrestles its way the
"Over the Top" is the story of

Lincoln Hawks (Sylvester Stallone),
a truckdriver who is trying to rebuild
his life. Hawks is reunited with his

son Mike (Robert Log-
gia) and wants to earn his respect,
friendship and love while vying to
be the world's best armwrestler. The
film employs Stallone in his typical
nice-but-tou- gh guy role in the over-
used theme of an underdog's struggle

similarities between these characters
contribute to the film's" downfall.
Viewing Hawks without comparing
him to Stallone's other roles is
difficult. ;

Loggia's portrayal of Mike Cutler,
Hawks's rich-ki- d son, is rather good.
This is especially true early in the
movie when he is the young know-it-a- ll

military cadet. This character

and plays its lead, once again shows
that he is a one-dimensio- nal actor.
By portraying Lincoln Hawks,
Stallone adds to his long list of
macho characters (Rocky, Rambo,
and Cobrai but unlike the others,
this character is dominated more by
love than violence. "Over the Top"
is not as" intense as "Rambo" or
"Cobra" or as exciting as any of the
"Rocky"; movies, but blue-coll- ar

tale by
original characters and scenes have
been trimmed. Even so, a few actors
play multiple characters in the
production. .

,,. Props' used for the play are
minimal-an- thematically essential.
They are either borrowed or supplied

eventually thaws out, but Loggia's
acting weakens in these warmer
scenes. His performance most not-
ably ebbs in really emotional shots,
with the result being that Mike
Cutler never fully captures the
audience's imagination.

The plot in "Over the Top" is
predictable, and the outcome will
surprise no one. Because it revolves
around a trucker,' the movie even
comes complete with a scene in
which a tractor-trail- er cab smashes
through the gates of mansion. The
film does introduce ? the sport of
armwrestlihg, but parallels with the
"Rocky" movies are extremely
difficult to overlook. .

The armwrestlers are the most
original and amusing aspect of the
film. For the most part, they are
crazed monsters with huge arms.

UNC Lab Theatre tells a Shakespeare
by the actors themselves.

The Winter's Tale will, be per-
formed by the Lab Theatre Sunday
and Monday at 4 p,m. and 8. p.m.
and Tuesday at 5 p. m. in Graham
Memorial. '

bottom
However each has his own way of
getting psyched up for a match; for
example, Hawks turns his hat
around before armwrestling, while
one of his opponents either , eats a
lit cigar or drinks a can of motor
oil to get ready. The intense looks
before and during the matches make
these contests entertaining.

Menahem Golan, who directed
and co-produ- "Over the Top,"
does little to deviate from the
formula that has made Stallone films
so successful. Once again Stallone
plays a tough guy who has to battle
extreme adversity and seemingly
insurmountable odds in order to
succeed. However after four
"Rocky" movies, this theme is no
longer incredibly exciting or inter-
esting, and the film's only success
should come as an H.B.O. "filler."
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By ALSTON RUSSELL
Staff Writer

The ability to fantasize is as crucial
to a healthy mentality as the ability
to reason. Unfortunately, everyday
life tends to smother our imaginative
outlets. The Lab Theatre invites
everyone to enter a fantasy world
created by William Shakespeare in
this weekend's production of "The
Winter's Tale."

The play tells the story of an
omnipotent king who corrodes
himself, his family, and his kingdom
through jealousy. It was written
during Shakespeare's later experi-
mental phase in drama.

Director Mike Wilson describes
the play as "a large fantasy with is

fairytale kingdoms, flags, castles,
dancing, and music."

"The play's about magic in the
world, and we need more magic,"
he said. "We want people to get
caught up in the tale."

Wilson chose this play because it
incorporates both tragic and comic
elements mastered by Shakespeare.
"The play creates a controversy
because the first half is tragedy and
the second half is comedy," he said.

When comparing his production
to the original play, Wilson said his
version was "modern but faithful to
the text."
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to make it. These worn out elements
lead to a simplistic, unimaginative,
highly predictable movie.

Stallone, who co-wro- te the film

Wilson explains that fairytales like
"Alice in Wonderland," "The Wizard
of O," and "Peter Pan" influenced
the Lab's approach to the play.

The play's setting is the tw"o
kingdoms of Sicilia (Sicily) and
Bohemia during the Edwardian Age
(early 1900s). The drama travels 16
years in time, backward not forward.

The Lab production is a bit
different from Shakespeare's ver-
sion. The students have created their
own musical score for this produc-
tion and have altered the play's
message. "The original play depicts
destruction on different levels and
then offers resurrection," Wilson
said. "Our production says 'yes there

destruction' and 'yes there is
resurrection,' but a sacrifice is made.
We emphasize the sacrifice."

Shakespeare has not been per-
formed in the Lab Theatre for five
or six years, according to graduate
actress Marcia Decker, who plays
Paulina in the production.

The cast members said that they
develop their assigned fictional
characters by searching within them-
selves. "I find my own jealousy
coming through the king's jealous
character," said Roderick Cameron,
who: plays King Leontes.

Rehearsal for "The Winter's Tale"
began in January. Some of the
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Coupon A 69 20 20 40
Coupon B 69 40 29 6t
Coupon C SI M SO 50 $100 .

'Coupon O $1.29 75 75
Coupon E $2.79 $1.00 $1.00
Coupon F 0 FREE 40
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Get Your Housing Plans
Settled For Next Semester Now!

Preleasing Day - Saturday Feb. 28, 1987

929-709- 6

Located on 54 Bypass
Between Jones Ferry Road
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CIGARETTES, BEER
W1ME, FOOD
RETAILERS' COUPONS
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RESUME DROP
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Get your resume to Universal for
highest quality typesetting the

sooner, thS better! We can accept WITr:i' ... ,rnj1i, I
your resume until 5 pm Sunday (222)
and still make the Hanes Hall cutoff

(barely, so don't delay). As always, 10

jar 1)XJ
copies on quality paper are included

in the price of a typeset resume.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
from 8 am Monday through midnight Friday

10 - 6 on Saturday & 1:30 - 5:30 on Sunday
NCNB Plaza (behind Papagayo) 967-8- 0 00

LIMIT ONE WITH AN ADDITIONAL
$10.00 OR MORE PURCHASE.
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Sensational Savings
Premium Quality Porcelain on Steel

AVAILABLE IN

RED WHITE BLUE

2--Qt. Covered
Saucepan
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As an Army Nurse, you'll be introduced to some of

the most advanced technology available. But that won't
keep you from working with your patients on a one-to-on- e

basis.. '

You'll be an integral part of the Army health care
team: top-quali- ty professionals who share the same high
goals with you. In fact, among Army nurses, 99 hold
BSN degrees and over 25 have Masters.

The Army Nurse Corps.' Highly advanced, highly
rewarding. Get in touch with us, jby calling your local
Army Nurse Corps Recruiter today.

Sgt. 1st Class Bill Shiflett
(919) 467-282- 8 or 1 -- (800) 662-747- 3
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